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Landscapes for living between political 

discourse and daily life

Propaganda image of the ‘50es : Floreasca neighbourhood as an example of modernity, progress and comfort  



Arhitectura nr. 8/1955

The initial plan of 
Floreasca 
neighbourhood



Arhitectura RPR no.7/1957

Arhitectura RPR  no.12/1958

Landscape design between 
dreams, desires and economy



Arhitectura R.P.R. nr.5/1959 The reality 
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The private gardens in front of the windows 
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Community spaces 
organised by the 
inhabitants and their 
different uses
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Pedestrian ways – official or improvised 



Photo: Bogdan Giușcă - https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Floreasca

The actual image



https://www.facebook.com/cartierulfloreasca

https://grupulfloreasca.wordpress.com



The typical spatial 
structure of the 
neighbourhood -
private green – common 
green – public green space
Should be respected by 
further interventions 
Drawing : Oana Pîrvu – in the frame 
of Heritage and Identity group / 
LE:NOTRE workshop, București 2015



Public participation
Inclusion of new public spaces –
pocket parks at street corners
Continuous use of private gardens 
and community spaces 
Heritage and Identity / LE:NOTRE workshop, 
București 2015 - conclusions

“Street Corner Society “ – blind walls and new public spaces



Heritage and Identity / 
LE:NOTRE workshop, 
București 2015 -
conclusions



Revival of the 
neighbourhood by the 
mean of punctual 
interventions
Extension of an urban 
vision and community life 
model for a new eco-
neighbourhood

Student Anca Pascu





LANDSCAPES FOR LIVING BETWEEN POLITICAL DISCOURSE AND DAILY LIFE

Bucharest is facing a continuous conflict and equilibrium between the architecture (as official discourse) and
landscape (as vernacular and spatial practice). The amorphous open spaces geometrically scattered between the
small blocs of petty apartments, were transformed, by small individual or common interventions, in a complex
and intricate structure of intermediate spaces able to negotiate the private-public relation. What the official
project failed to produce in the end was accomplished by individuals. The lack of a coherent top-down strategy
was replaced by a myriad of tactical responses that transformed a dull, mechanical approach of the urban space
into a real living landscape.

The all’s and nobody’s spaces were rapidly transformed in a series of private, semi-private, community and public
gardens and spaces, all of them cared-off by the dwellers themselves. The gardens are an image-landscape and a
living landscape, an identity source and a daily life resource. The present structure of these green in-between
spaces of the neighbourhood is the result of permanent tacit negotiations and almost unconscious approved
common rules that generated a coherent and functional structure of spaces.

The whole complex process of long-term negotiations and re-negotiations was also marked by small conflict and
arduous discussions among the neighbours and it still is today. The new conflicts are not generated just by the
different space-use tendencies but also by the new constructions that are popping overnight, occupying the
green spaces between the old blocs, at hyper-small distances of the windows and in unclear legal circumstances.
Thus, the negotiations and conflicts are now facing a new phase, and this time at a new level and with new
stakes.

What is important to underline is the continuity and discontinuity in the vernacular construction of the common
and public space, a process that involve the individual dwellers in very different manners. The punctual tiny
interventions need a new development in order to regain the coherence of the pre-1990 period. Such a proposal
was analysed during the LE:NOTRE workshop held in 2015 in Bucharest.


